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ADVANCE REGISTRATION did not always work smoothly during the first few times, due primarily to computer breakdowns such as the one which caused the crowding shown in this August 1971 photograph.

In later quarters, advance registration was accomplished more easily, with no more than three hours' delay for each registration period. In fact, during the most recent advance registration, there were times when signup even ran ahead of appointment schedules. (Photo by Chuck Seither)

Pre-Registration Terminated

Decision Reached At June Meeting

By Margaret Shaughnessy

Advance registration for fall quarter and future quarters has been cancelled.

"The cancellation received more support than I had anticipated," said Dr. Leland Jackson, Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs.

"Another alternative is late registration; however, state law requires that a fee be charged for this."

Advance registration started in the 1971 spring quarter.

"We started pre-registration in order to get the students through faster and cut down on errors. I thought the system was progressing well," said systems consultant Bernard Slessinger, one of the implementers of advance registration.

Jackson, however, was vague about the reasons for pre-registration. "I suspect its use was modeled after the examples of..."
As we wave aloha to advance registration, which is slowly sinking in the west, it might profit us to look at exactly what is going on, and why.

On the surface, the immediate reaction on the part of most students will be one of rage and precipitated indignation. It does appear, as a matter of fact, that the whole thing was handled in a rather unusual manner.

ACCORDING TO what FtU investigators could uncover, the Council of Academic Deans is being handed the responsibility for the manpower (see Story Page 1). The move was made on June 7th, which the council wants to handle, with the matter June 7th, but several of the deans who attended do not even remember the matter coming up, let alone being voted upon. It finally came to light that there was no vote at all, but rather a decision was made by consensus. (Nodding of heads?)

The purpose of the meeting (which were not available to the FtU through several sources, but were finally given by one of the deans on the council) bear out the fact that the matter was brought up at the June 7th meeting. The minutes state Dr. C. B. Gambrell, vice president for academic affairs, suggested that Dr. Leland Jackson, associate dean, was willing to deal with advance registration at a time to be held at one time, rather than two.

There the minutes stop. We can assume that some heads were nodded (we have some information which would lead us to believe that some heads were also shaken) and that upon that foundation, orders were given to halt advance registration.

IT BECOMES cloning repetition to harp that, once again, no student input was utilized in the decision. In fact, to talk to some of the deans, actually very little input at all, apparently, was utilized in the decision. We also chuckle to—no, make that to—think that the "decision" was made on June 7th, and it was in the latter part of last week that any students found out about it.

It is too true that we cannot comment on the decision on the grounds that we do not like it, but rather because it was made on June 7th. Speculation reigns as to how the effective new plan will be. We trust that the registration will be as smooth as advance registration has been in the recent past, and that the same system of priorities will be used, so students will not be asked to guess at the time the stick comes to getting classes.

There are apparent omissions and apparent disadvantages to the new (which is actually the original) system from the standpoint of both the student and the registrar. The question will be to debate whether it will truly save much money or not; but, that, as will the overall success of the maneuver, remains to be seen.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

It's Gone. But Why?

For all those who do not know it yet, FtU has its own obstacle course. It is situated from behind the Library Building halfway down to Automation, a football field of lawn and uneven excrescences. Whenever the mud sticks to your tires, clop your engines with a little speed you may eventually flip over.

But be delighted though. Nobody is going to take it away from you. No, we're not going to give it away—until more money is made available to complete the original university growth plan. By then your children will be of age to come to FtU.

According to Physical Planning, this temporary parking place will make room for new buildings and other paraphernalia. Meanwhile, keep on hoping it does not rain. It does, you'll be out yourself cursing Mother Nature for making available such disgusting red fluff, and the university for giving it to you as part of the package deal you sign up for when you registered and were expected.

It would be wise to gripe about it, for nothing can or will be done. Let us simply accept it and allow our appreciation for such considerations by boycotting it until more decent parking space is made available. Once a no a good traffic jam on campus won't hit anybody, and even if the grass may turn brown under tires, it can be replaced.

As for the traffic violations I mentioned in my last article, we did not inherit it from the wrath of the administration, but rather from the need of Sunshine State law. Until a final word is given from security nothing can be added to it. This can take some time too. Security itself is waiting for word from the university lawyer as to what kind of violations will go to court and to court which. Let's hope it will be decided on whether or not there will be a court near the campus and not 30 miles down Orange Blossom Trail.

The reflecting pond was cleaned last week. It will take a few more days until it turns back into being the reflecting water it was. The sprinklers are back in action. There seems to be no way to sign a truce between those who work them and the student body. All last week the grass was cut with water again, grow and be cut. In other words, all is back to normal.

Three more weeks until we get to the end of this quarter. While we are gone for some few weeks, let the sprinklers run wild, let all the responsibilities unold their obligations, get hysteric, and when we come back, we will all still be pastel braggadocio in the university bulletin.

A Matter of Opinion

By Gabriel Yanni
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PTU's recently created clinic for communicative disorders, cramped in two offices on the first floor of the Engineering Building, is a world filled with secret treasures intended to help children with speech and hearing disorders learn to correct their problems.

In the world of hearing and speech-impaired children, even the simplest toy becomes a tool for learning. According to Mrs. Floye J. Johansen, head of the program which was begun last winter quarter, "The mirror is the chief visual aid for all types of disorders. Children can watch themselves form words and attempt to correct their mistakes."

Even something as frivolous as a pair of mouse ears is used by the speech pathologist to teach children that "ears are for hearing." A dime store pinwheel is used for blowing, "to teach children breath control for proper word formation."

The program at PTU, which now includes two instructors, approximately 20 students and 13 participants (aged 4-54) with a variety of disorders, was set up "primarily to instruct PTU students in clinical procedures," said Mrs. Johansen.

"The program now seems to be filling a definite need in the community. There are a few places in the county where children and adults with communicative disorders can go for help, but apparently not enough. Our program is growing steadily and we expect to move into larger, permanent quarters in the fall," said Mrs. Johansen.

Brain damage, central nervous system

FTU Gets $39,600

The National Science Foundation (NSF) has awarded FTU $39,600 in matching funds for Counselors Sent 'FTU Emphasis'

A newsletter for high school and community college counselors is being published quarterly by Dr. Robert H. Humphrey, PTU coordinator of junior college relations. The newsletter, the PTU Emphasis, is an eight-page publication which first came out in February.

The Emphasis is sent to all high schools in the area, as well as all the junior colleges. Humphrey said the emphasis is a wrap-up of PTU news that counselors may pass on to their students. He added that about 85 per cent of all junior college transfer students at FTU come from the local community colleges which receive the FTU's equipment.

The funds will be matched by state funds and used to buy equipment for biological sciences and electrical engineering. A digital computer will be purchased with the $200,000 grant, which is being directed by Dr. Benjamin Patz, associate professor of electrical engineering. Dr. Harvey Miller, chairman of biological sciences, will direct a $19,600 grant which will be used toward field measuring instruments and laboratory equipment.

1,500 FutTure readers will buy transportation in the next six months.

SECRET TREASURES Fill Speech Clinic

By Sharon Merik
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Low Polluting MAX In Urban Design Test

A group of engineering students are completing final tests on MAX, a unique low pollution automobile, which will be entered in the first annual Urban Vehicle Design Competition August 6-11. MAX will be matched against entries from 73 other colleges and universities at the General Motors Proving Grounds in Milford, Mich.

The FTU entry, a 1972 Gremlin which is now powered by compressed natural gas, also features a new antiskid braking system designed by the students plus a front bumper design that has been tested to withstand impact at 10 miles an hour.

The vehicle will be scored on safety features, cost, ease of handling and other areas. Pollution will be gauged using the 1976 emissions standards set by Congress.

Meanwhile, MAX and its mentors can be found tucked away in the campus garage (former site of the Theatre Test) where last minute adjustments are being made in preparation for the journey northward. The project is under the joint leadership of student director Wanda Russell and Program Director Mrs. Russell. The students are particularly excited about being able to showcase their project to nationally known hands and speakers, talent shows, a bizarre band and art sale, a college bowl, bridge tournaments and a regular coffeehouse with student talent.

The real turning point in the program came in 1971. "That marked the first of our daytime programs," said Russell. "We had an appearance by nationally known hands and speakers, talent shows, a bizarre band and art sale, a college bowl, bridge tournaments and a regular coffeehouse with student talent.

Since then the FTU has offered an array of daytime programs geared to the commuter student, including appearances by the Serendipity Singers and Big Slack and the Greens, a popular local singing group.

"With our new extension we will be able to establish a campus atmosphere," Mrs. Russell said.

"The Village Center will come to mean a pulling together of the students' leisure time. With the student organization offices, recreation room, café and program room all centered in one place, we will give students a living place, and in so doing will have a captive audience for our programs," Russell said.

VC Program Director Gives Parting Thoughts

Village Center Program Director Wanda Russell's last official mission on the campus was spent reflecting on the VC's past and future.

"When we first began FTU, our staff felt that the students were deprived of the traditional barrage of college activities. There were no facilities, no athletic programs, no pool. We soon began to learn that we were wrong. The students were so tied up and excited to be involved in the first year of university activity they didn't mind tromping through sand, and so on.

"Students thought it was a lark at first to go and explore the campus grounds. That spirit, above all, made me appreciate "With our new extension we will be able to establish a campus atmosphere," Mrs. Russell said.

"The Village Center will come to mean a pulling together of the students' leisure time. With the student organization offices, recreation room, café and program room all centered in one place, we will give students a living place, and in so doing will have a captive audience for our programs," Russell said.

ATHLETIC ASSISTANT

Herbert H. Long, a former FTU student who was graduated with a master's in business administration, has been appointed to the newly created post of business assistant in the athletic department.

Long, a former Marine Corps colonel, will be coordinator for all program budgeting service award procedures, purchase of athletic equipment and insurance, Dr. Frank Rohrer, athletics director, said.

SOCcerPlAyerS wAnted

The Orlando Clippers soccer team is looking for new members, said Ed Varga, an FTU student presently on the team. The Clippers meet at 6:30 p.m. every Wednesday behind the Tangerine Bowl on the south side, in Orlando. Anyone interested in playing with the team may attend one of these practice sessions, according to Varga.

ATHLETIC ASSISTANT

Herbert H. Long, a former FTU student who was graduated with a master's in business administration, has been appointed to the newly created post of business assistant in the athletic department.

Long, a former Marine Corps colonel, will be coordinator for all program budgeting service award procedures, purchase of athletic equipment and insurance, Dr. Frank Rohrer, athletics director, said.

VC Extension Open By Fall

Construction of the Village Center extension will be finished by the middle of August. The additional area will include office, recreation and dining space.

"I hope it won't be too much longer," said Fred E. Clayton, physical planning director, concerning the beginning of construction on the Humanities Building. A parking lot for 900 cars will be built near the new building.

Grass has been planted in the median strip of the main road entering the campus. Clayton indicated more shrubs and other landscaping will be added when there is more money available. "We are crowding before walking, as we usually do," he said.
Ah, a new week and who knows what Pulitzer horrids I shall use? What's that?

I have been assigned to do a rewrite on a Mount Bike story I did last week (appropriately) La Leche Ladies had a meeting Tuesday night at the town’s one and only Dairy Queen drive-in stand.

I'm bruised. Would you give Sembrant a paint-by-colors kit to do? Would you ask V. Sibol to play Chopsticks? Would such rhymes with “orange?” Well, would you?

So I write. It beats the copycat scene. Now I have another rewrite on how a Vero Beach fireman will be given a medal from the Brooklyn police

Came the dawn, now, that's passed. Anyway a new day and a new job. I move on to another department. How do you tell me this new boss, called slot man and “Irving” by my annoyance copyreaders, and B) my annoying one I have been working newspapers for years and years. He thinks I set the type in the horribly, I mean I had to rewrite a Front Page Headline! I

On the other hand, there are the Shelby, I need a learnface for

I have been assigned to do a,

Bad story or another ritual performed by newspapers for effectiveness?

Another time is told to me, "The problem is: How do you do work?"

Poor dog, an idiot. Probably no one would stand any day or a heartbeat or something.

Well I'm half the way through the and half dimming. Interns don't do work. They keep busy. We leave our observation. Watch the big leaguers.

Not that there aren't any big points. The other day a poet at dinner-rubber for the Sentinel--entertaining an all-male group around "eye old water could smell how not big had gotten to slacks rubbed recently by a young marine. Claimed to be a real "politicamote." Dead lines and dead times. The of newsprint, and a breakfast deal to meet one deadline. Deadlines draw waiting for stories for the next one.

Maybe things will perk up, Yes, I think they will. What's this in my basket? A story for me to copy and then write. It sounds like that's more like it.

Leroy A.'s about a Spanish fisherman who is in the hospital after being bitten on the buttocks.

Madness. I wonder when the next plane to Pamplona.

THE FINAL product including the work of three Winter Park. This is the second year that FTU summer intern competes for sidewalk space students have participated in the Sentinel-Star’s with a scale and a shopper’s guide in downtown intern program. (Photo by Jon Findell)
**Station To Open Despite $ Lack**

By Roger Pyun

WFTU Radio is broke. However, the station will be back in operation in fall quarter, station manager Bill Ivey, said this week.

Student Government has imposed a summer spending moratorium and has denied a funding request by the Broadcast Club, which operates the radio facility.

Ivey said a study has been initiated to find an alternate method of financing the broadcast operation. The study will include a survey of student interest in the radio station, how many receivers are on campus and the types of radio service students desire.

Struggling to stay alive, the Broadcast Club has ordered four "carrier current" transmitting units. The small transmitters beam a 60 watt signal through the electrical wiring systems of buildings.

Ivey explained preliminary plans call for transmitters in dormitory buildings and the Village Center and Administration Building if possible. Dorms will get first consideration because of the potential constant audience, he added.

Financial problems have plagued WFTU since it went on the air in January 1969. Last quarter, the much-used transmitter that beamed a weak signal across campus finally died. "It just blew up," Ivey said.

**Grants (Continued from Page 1)**

Ivey's summer budget request included money for an additional transmitter, two different types of tape recorders, music contracts and an all-important radio control board.

"Our problem is simply that the equipment we have operates at below 0.1 percent efficiency. Our new transmitters will carry a 90 percent rating and it would be six-to-one technically speaking and from a listening standpoint--to push that sensitivity type of signal to our audience," Ivey said.

In addition, radio enthusiasts feel Student Government funding hampers the station's ability as a free news media.

For instance, the Futurine newsletter is funded as a free budget item that Student Government reviews and then sends on to the university administration. This, Ivey points out, gives Student Government officials a chance to review the spending, but keeps the newspaper out of political football.

"We feel WFTU can be an effective entertainment medium on campus and a valuable news and information bureau," Ivey said. "Radio needs to be given a fair chance to work." To think of radio as a club is wrong. The Broadcast Club only admires and attempts to staff the station. We are not a social group--rather, we are a service club.

The junior communication major added. "We will just have to scrape up what equipment we can. We'll get back on the air in whatever limited fashion is available and then hope a solution will be found."

Ivey said station personnel have expended a great deal of effort in the acquisition of equipment, and the facilities have begun to deteriorate.

"Radio to us is a professional or near-professional form of entertainment," said Ivey. "It will include music and features to keep pace with the times and serve our listeners."

"We intend to strive for a professional or near-professional sound," Ivey said, adding, although the exact format is "up in the air," it will include music and features to appeal to every person on campus.

"We are programming to and for the students," Ivey continued. The early-morning sound of WFTU, which will broadcast 24-18 hours each day, will be "easy to get up to," he said, and during the daytime, specialty programs are planned. Afternoons will be highlighted by up-tempo, middle-of-the-road music which will never be heard, he added, during the nighttime hours.

"Students will listen to WFTU when they are preparing to move into a new area and are remodeling the studio. With the fall quarter arrival of Dr. Thomas Morgan, who will be the new director of the broadcasting complex, WFTU students in parking lots near the dorms and those with transistor radios near those buildings may pick up its signal.

Although many official staff members for fall have been tentatively decided upon, there is always room for more interested students at the radio station, Ivey said.

"The only requirement we can have for announcers is that they be either a work service or stringer services for news outside the community."

"Radio to us is a professional or near-professional form of entertainment," said Ivey. "It will include music and features to keep pace with the times and serve our listeners."

"We intend to strive for a professional or near-professional sound," Ivey said, adding, although the exact format is "up in the air," it will include music and features to appeal to every person on campus.

"We are programming to and for the students," Ivey continued. The early-morning sound of WFTU, which will broadcast 24-18 hours each day, will be "easy to get up to," he said, and during the daytime, specialty programs are planned. Afternoons will be highlighted by up-tempo, middle-of-the-road music which will never be heard, he added, during the nighttime hours.

"Students will listen to WFTU when they are preparing to move into a new area and are remodeling the studio. With the fall quarter arrival of Dr. Thomas Morgan, who will be the new director of the broadcasting complex, WFTU students in parking lots near the dorms and those with transistor radios near those buildings may pick up its signal.

**New WFTU Radio Airs In Fall**

By Mary Anna Jackson

A new WFTU radio station will be on the air in fall quarter, with new sound, new studios, new broadcast radius, new staff and even a new spot on the AM dial: 640 instead of 600.

Bill Ivey, acting station manager for summer quarter, said when the station goes on the air in fall, its development content will be varied, with a heavy emphasis on news, from international to campus.

Ivey added there is a possibility the station may use either a wire service or stringers services for news outside the community.

"We intend to strive for a professional or near-professional sound," Ivey said, adding, although the exact format is "up in the air," it will include music and features to appeal to every person on campus.

"We are programming to and for the students," Ivey continued. The early-morning sound of WFTU, which will broadcast 24-18 hours each day, will be "easy to get up to," he said, and during the daytime, specialty programs are planned. Afternoons will be highlighted by up-tempo, middle-of-the-road music which will never be heard, he added, during the nighttime hours.

"Students will listen to WFTU when they are preparing to move into a new area and are remodeling the studio. With the fall quarter arrival of Dr. Thomas Morgan, who will be the new director of the broadcasting complex, WFTU students in parking lots near the dorms and those with transistor radios near those buildings may pick up its signal.

**Team Of Marines To Talk Tuesday**

The U.S. Marine Corps officer candidate selection team from Jacksonville will be on campus Tuesday to discuss Marine Corps opportunities for men and women.

The team will be available at the Village Center to interview, counsel and test students interested in joining the Corps. There are no funds available to do that now.

He said student personnel are conducting Student Government for Officer Candidate School and Aviation Officer Candidate School for seniors and graduate students.

The Platoon Leaders Course summer program is offered for radio of approximately 300 yards undergraduates and seniors,
Registration
(Continued From Page 1)

You want entertainment! A riveting scene at a place of life! A poignant story with great characters! And even a touch of history! Then go to the “Cabaret” (now playing at the Colony) for an inside view of 1930s Berlin. Originally taken from the play “I Am a Camera” and later made into an artistically successful Broadway musical in the 1960s, “Cabaret” is an even more meaningful movie.

The effect is so good because its close-up of the life and people of pre-World War II Germany. It is so well directed in every detail by Bob Fosse that the outcome is touching and enjoyable, yet frightening. The audience becomes emotionally involved with each character and his role in the growing Nazi movement in Germany.

All the Germans are maneuvered like pawns in the game of Nazism. Through vulgarity, tyanny and its decline of morality, we see the German citizenry head for the edge. This is done so convincingly and quietly. When Fosse depicted the emcee and the songs series, we are transfixed, into the music and the story smoothly told.

There are many humorous bits of dialogue and characterization, especially in the scenes when return to England. He seems to be the only person who realizes the danger of the situation.

Joel Grey is outstanding as the club’s emcee. Made up in white face and extravagant costumes and makeup, Grey was virtually the Kit Kat stage. The emcee and the songs series seem to transcend, into the music and the story smoothly told.

There are many humorous bits of dialogue and characterization, especially in the scenes when Fosse

Future Classifieds

for rent

Home - Winter Park New reproduction, 4 rooms, 2 bath, dining room, family room, carpet, central heat/air, 710 sq. ft, fenced yard atter 2 p.m. Wed. thru Sat. H. th

'71 Yamaha, good condition, $250. Call Larry, 834-2415 or 272-6226.

furnished room - indeed, occupancy, 2 miles from FTU west. Call after 6 p.m. 273-2212.

for sale

9729 Cassel,谋求, $325. Also Akai X-1000 US color-tuned with built-in record player, $225. Call Larry, 834-2415 or 272-6226.

Belated “Happy” — Bill, Shelby, Todd, Tim, Mr. Couch, Happy birthday, Sharon, Sam and Harry, Love, m.

Maintenance Head Says Ceiling Holes May Be Vandalism

Holes in the ceiling of the Administration Building may be the work of vandals, George Rendulic, maintenance supervisor, said.

The ceiling holes on the first floor hallway outside the Auxiliary Services offices have appeared separately since the end of last quarter.

“The first hole may have been accidental but the other holes probably have been done by maliciousness. The ceiling material has been jammed up into the overhead by some blunt instrument, most likely a fist,” said Rendulic. “We have been very fortunate in the past. This is one of the first incidents of vandalism on campus.”

By Craig Powell

It seems that whatever is written about “Portnoy’s Complaint” the Orlando area is not that dirty and therefore... Each one of our priors moral that your mother or father found inside your mind, then sit back and enjoy the movie for what it is. The movie is definitely not just a comedy or a tragedy, but a combination of both, and that’s the audience. A combination of dirty, life and religion, are(typically in the order in which they thought about them) are contrary to society’s, thanks to his very Jewish mother and father.

His mother is constantly on his back, forcing down his throat his ideas about the Jewish boy should act, think, dress, eat, etc., etc. Alex rejects every bit of it. For the first time he feels genuinely, piling his frustration onto Alex, and also finding his mother’s fear that Alex will eat French fries on the way home from school and end up in the garbage.

During his adolescence, Portnoy tries to get this out of his system through masturbation, a poor solution that failed to work. The more frustrated he got, the more he would punch himself in the bathroom and engage physical-mental fantasies. Richard Benjamin does an excellent job portraying Portnoy because he conveys his acting talent with the Jewish background to create a believable character.

Growing older doesn’t necessarily alleviate his frustration. He doesn’t lock himself in the bathroom anymore or live with his parents, but he is surrounded by distorted views on love and sex. He is established now, a college graduate, living in an office job working for the city.

One day, he finds a woman who, like him, has a mixed up idea of what love and sex are. They hit it off great, each enjoying the other as much as possible, as often as possible.

But just as mothers, columnists and political-philosophical fantasies. Richard Benjamin does an excellent job portraying Portnoy because he conveys his acting talent with the Jewish background to create a believable character.
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IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:

- Taurus: Flash!!!!!! A long-lost Gypsy relative, when you didn't know you had, dies this week in Palm Springs. He will die from a heart attack upon learning that he made his 19th million. CATCH!!! He didn't know he had you, either, and left his fortune to the campaign to protect Millard Fillmore.

- Gemini: You are witty, charming, clever, dashing, handsome, debonair and very sexy. You were also, by some freak of nature, born under the same sign I was. Isn't that a coincidence? Do you realize that only one out of 12 persons are born in our sign? Singularly amazing. Small world, isn't it?

- Cancer: Disaster lurks around the corner for you in the form of a camouflaged telephone pole. Watch it.

- Leo: There are 16 hungry Hungarians looking for your mother. They keep saying "That's it!" and are carrying large, sharpened bananas. I wouldn't let them in unless they can tell you who used to be catcher for the Oakland Raiders in 1963. If they have to think about it, you know they're not really Hungarians, but are Polacks. Everybody knows Mason Williams was their catcher in 1963, before he injured his hand and went up the guitar.

- Virgo: Don't try to start anything today that will take you more than a couple of hours to finish. Try to wrap up all your loose ends and tie up any unfinished business. Write any unwritten letters and draw up a will. I'm not saying that something is going to happen, mind you, but I'm not saying, by the same token, that nothing will happen.

- Libra: Remember the Maine! Remember the Alamo! Most of all, remember last week!

- Scorpio: Aha! Caught you, didn't I? You little booger, you didn't think you could get away with that for long, now did you?

- Sagittarius: If you ask you age this week tell them you're old enough to know better, but young enough not to care.

- Capricorn: It has come to the attention of this board that your overall grades have fallen below the normal standing this quarter. We would be concerned, except for the fact that this board has also discovered that all the grades for the entire student body are down below average this quarter. In fact, this board is seriously considering blackmailing the magnetic computer tapes bearing all record of this quarter that have ever existed. What is your vote?

HELP WANTED!

male and female

Earn money in your spare time.

Work your own hours.

FuTure advertising salesmen earn 10% commission placing ads. Orlando and North Brevard areas need coverage.

inquire at the FuTure, LR 213

BOOK EXCHANGE

ACCEPT BOOKS AUG. 14 - 18

SALE OF BOOKS SEPT. 18 - 27

REDEMPTION OF BOOKS AND MONEY

SEPT. 28 - OCT. 9

Look...